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ABSTRACT 

   Plastination is a technique used in anatomy to preserve the whole body 

or body parts. Luminal cast plastination is a technique useful to study dimensions and 

architecture of tubular structures. The principle involves filling up of lumen with 

silicon gel and dissolving the surrounding tissue. This process is used for preparation 

of specimens of organ with cavities and tubular structure such as tracheobronchial 

cast of lungs, crerbral ventricles, vascular pattern of kidney, liver, lungs heart etc. The 

rubber silicon produces an excellent, soft, flexible casts showing an unimaginable 

three dimensional structure of the various body cavities including the abnormal 

extensions if any.In the present study we have prepared a luminal cast of a 

tracheobronchial tree of Sheep lung. With the help of this specimen the students can 

understand the various divisions of trachea and alveoli in three dimensional views. 

 

KEY WORDS: Plastination, Luminal Cast, Tracheobronchial Tree, Silicon Gel 

 

INTRODUCTION 

  Plastination is a unique technique of tissue preservation developed by 

Dr. Gunter Von Hagens in Heidelberg, Germany in 1978. It is a technique of 

preparation of dry, colored, nontoxic, durable, odorless and natural looking specimen 

of whole body/ organs, tubular structures and organ cavities. There are three methods 

of plastination. 

1. Whole organ /body plastination 

2. Sheet plastination 

3. Luminal cast plastination 

1. Whole organ /body plastination- 

By this technique any part of body or whole body can be preserved for the 

purpose of understanding of total structure. 
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2. Sheet plastination- 

By sheet plastination thin transparent or thick opaque body sections are 

prepared and same can be compared with C. T. scan and MRI plates. 

3 .Luminal cast plastination- 

By this technique specimen of tubular structures such as blood vessels, ducts, 

tracheobronchial tree and cavities of the body can be prepared. 

 The principle involves filling up of the lumens with rubber silicone and 

removing the surrounding tissue by boiling. 1, 2 

 

Materials and Methods- 

Materials required 

 Lung of sheep 

 Silicon gel tube with its cannula 

 Forceps 

 Plastic tubes 

 Syringes  

 thread  

 

Method 

  A fresh specimen of trachea and lungs of sheep was obtained from 

slaughter house. The specimen was washed thoroughly by continuous running tap 

water so as to remove mucus, blood dirt etc. The excess water from lumen was 

removed and lungs were gently pressed to remove excess water from tracheobronchial 

tree. A readymade rubber silicon gel was injected slowly under pressure into the 

lumen of trachea so that it fills the entire tracheobronchial tree. The open end of 

trachea was tied and left overnight for hardening the silicon gel. After 24 hrs the 

specimen was kept in boiling water    for about an hour so that the tissues are 

dissolved leaving behind the      luminal cast of tracheobronchial tree. 

Observation 

  The prepared specimen of sheep tracheobronchial tree shows trachea 

with its cartilaginous markings, division of trachea into principle bronchi, lobar 

bronchi, segmental bronchi upto the alveoli. 
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Fig1:- Showing luminal cast of tracheobronchial tree of sheep lung. 

1: Trachea 

2: Principle bronchus 

3: Segmental bronchus 

4: Alevoli 

Discussion 

Anatomical study requires long-lasting preservation of the cadaver. Arterial 

embalming which has been used since the 17th century allows for a three-dimensional 

study of the human body. The cadavers need more meticulous care and they require 

space for storage tanks. Due to the shortage of cadavers, specimens need to be 
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preserved for a longer duration while retaining its natural and realistic appearance. 

Also formalin irritates the mucous membranes of eyes, nose, mouth. 

With advent of plastination in 1978  by Dr. Gunter Von Hagens  all of the 

problems of traditional preservation of body/organ specimen in formalin can be 

overcome. Very few studies has been done in the field of plastination. 1 

Henry R. W. (1992) prepared silicone tracheobronchial casts of cat, dog , horse, 

pig and ox by using 5 different polymers of varying viscosity to compare the 

properties of polymer. He found that, 

 Polymers low in viscosity flow into the alveoli thus filling nearly the entire 

volume of the lung, whereas more viscous poglymers present a more clear 

view of the branching pattern of the bronchi. Because less polymer enters the 

distal airway.  

 The tracheas with the galvanized stiff wire insert were better suited to support 

the airways in a horizontal position. 

 Casts prepared by using100% silicon rubber product are more promising in 

terms of cost as well as quality. 3  

Aultman A et al (2003) prepared colored silicon casts of  a human heart, 

tracheobronchial tree and brain ventricles from unembalmed cadaver. They concluded 

that, Casts of human heart, tracheobronchial tree and brain ventricles were of 

excellent quality in terms of flexibility, clarity of details and anatomical accuracy. 

These casts provide precise visual representation of internal architecture of each 

organ. 4 

Rafel M et al (2007) carried out a comparative study by using formalin fixed 

specimen in control group and plastinated specimens in experimental group as a 

teaching aid. They examined the knowledge baseof control and experimental group 

before and after use of fixed and plastinated resources. They found that, all the 

plastinated resources available were heavily used and deemed useful by students. Also   

They concluded that, Traditional material should be used in conjunction with 

plastinated resources. 5 

   In the present study we prepared a luminal cast of tracheobronchial tree of 

sheep by using silicon gel. The cast of tracheobronchial tree of sheep showed trachea 

its divisions,subdisions up to the alveoli. This cast enable the student to see and feel 
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the three dimensional archicture of tracheobronchial tree which is difficult to 

understand by two dimensional figures, videos, computer simulations. 

The specimens of normal lung, lung tissue with anomalies, angulations, 

tubular organs like blood vessels, ducts and cavities like ventricles of brain can be 

prepared with ease by using silicon gel luminal cast technique. This specimen 

provides accurate three dimensional structural details of the respective organs. One 

can also prepare the pathological specimens of the above said structures/organs by 

using the luminal cast plastination technique. So it is possible to compare pathological 

specimen with that of normal. Thus plastinated specimens can be used as a better 

teaching aid. 

CONCLUSION 

 The plastination process provides dry, odourless, nontoxic,three dimensional, 

colored specimens as compared  to that of traditional formalin preserved 

specimens. 

 These specimens can be used as a better teaching aid in school, colleges and 

research institutes. 
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